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**Brief Project Description (<300 words):**

Radiation therapy (RT) plays an important role in the palliation of gastric (e.g. to control bleeding). Modern RT is delivering using either intensity modulated radiation therapy (IMRT) or volumetric modulated radiation therapy (VMAT) which enables delivery of the prescription dose to the stomach while avoiding surrounding organs-at-risk (OARs) including the duodenum, small bowel, liver, and esophagus. During treatment delivery a cone-beam CT (CBCT) is obtained to confirm positional accuracy prior to proceeding with treatment. Challenges during delivery of radiation therapy include organ motion due to breathing, gastrointestinal filling and gas (e.g. causing distention or distortion of the stomach), and peristalsis. The planning target volume (PTV) is a margin added during radiation planning, which accounts for set up variation as well as the internal motion described above. There is ongoing uncertainty about the optimal PTV margin.

Between 2010 and 2020, approximately 300 patients at the Princes Margaret Cancer Centre received RT for gastric cancer with either IMRT/VMAT and daily CBCT. The objective of this project is to determine an adequate PTV margin to ensure appropriate coverage of the entire stomach during radiation treatment. For the project a CAPCR application will be completed prior to the project start. Once approved, daily CBCTs will be imported into the treatment planning software. The stomach will be delineated on the CBCT by the research student and Jelena Lukovic, with additional support provided by Jasmine Chen (Radiation Therapist). Once the stomach is defined over the course of RT, variations in day-to-day positioning and distention will be compared to propose a standard PTV margin. The research student will lead writing of the relevant abstract and manuscript.

Finally, acknowledging the ongoing COVID-19 pandemic, this project can be fully completed remotely.